INTRODUCTION {#sec0005}
============

Increasing physical activity and exercise are non-pharmacological strategies for improving cognitive and brain health across the lifespan and across species, highlighting the brain's inherent plasticity \[[@ref001]\]. Despite the abundance of empirical research demonstrating that aerobic exercise training is associated with functional and structural changes throughout the brain, mechanistic knowledge about the direct effects of exercise remains unclear, especially in humans. Effects on the brain from long-term exercise training studies are potentially obscured by confounds that co-occur with long-term aerobic training (e.g., sleep or diet changes). Given that animal studies have shown effects within minutes to days of exercise in the same regions that show long-term changes \[[@ref004]\], we tested whether functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) could detect rapid changes following a single exercise session. We predicted that acute moderate-intensity exercise would selectively modulate the same brain systems that benefit from habitual moderate-intensity exercise training and its long-term physiological outcome, e.g., cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF).

Indeed, prior studies have demonstrated that cognitive performance is enhanced during the acute phase spanning 5 to 45 minutes following aerobic exercise in both younger and older adults \[[@ref007]\]. Like long-term training, acute exercise effects are most pronounced in task conditions that demand greater attention and executive control \[[@ref010]\]. The overlap of exercise effects at both acute and long-term timescales supports the hypothesis that acute aerobic exercise produces regional and systems-level changes in the brain that are transient but overlap where long-term training studies have observed stable adaptations.

Methodological limitations have hindered the extent to which previous studies could address this hypothesis. Recent efforts have utilized such techniques as measuring global cerebral blood flow with arterial spin labeling (ASL) \[[@ref013]\], event-related brain potentials (ERP) \[[@ref008]\], and task-based activation studies using functional MRI or optical neuroimaging \[[@ref015]\]. However, global blood flow measures and ERPs do not provide information about regionally specific changes throughout the brain, and task-based approaches are vulnerable to confounds such as practice effects and task design. Furthermore, these methods are unable to appreciate the full scope of thebrain's network architecture, which is regarded as a fundamental characteristic of human cognition \[[@ref018]\]. Given these constraints, our understanding remains limited regarding acute exercise effects on brain regions and their cooperation as functional networks that support cognitive functions.

Resting-state functional connectivity (FC) provides a valuable opportunity to test the plasticity of human brain networks in response to acute moderate-intensity exercise. This technique probes multiple brain networks simultaneously with good spatial resolution by measuring fluctuations of brain activity across dispersed regions during a period of wakeful rest without any explicit task \[[@ref019]\]. Several large meta-analyses have shown that spatially distributed sets of brain regions that are modulated together during task states also reliably maintain synchrony during the resting state despite the absence of experimental demands \[[@ref020]\]. The degree of FC during rest, which declines with age \[[@ref023]\], is thought to reflect the integrity of functional brain systems that are important for optimal cognitive performance \[[@ref025]\]. Furthermore, several studies have demonstrated that acute changes in resting-state FC reflect experience-dependent plasticity following experimental manipulations of learning and memory \[[@ref026]\]. Thus, resting-state FC is ideal for detecting acute exercise-induced plasticity of functional brain networks.

In the current study, our main objective was to test the hypothesis that acute exercise modulates the FC of resting-state brain networks. Our secondary objective was to determine whether the effects of acute exercise on FC differ between younger and older adults. Two lines of previous work guided our key predictions about acute exercise effects on functional brain networks. First, experimental studies in both animal and human populations support that exercise transiently increases the release of catecholamines in the brain (e.g., norepinephrine and dopamine) \[[@ref029]\], providing a basis for enhanced neurotransmission and cognitive performance in conditions that demand greater attention and executive control. Based on this catecholamines hypothesis, we predicted that acute exercise would preferentially target noradrenergic and dopaminergic brain systems.

The second line of evidence stems from research that has focused on exercise effects in the hippocampus, a region in the brain that is vulnerable to aging-related decline but responsive to exercise-induced plasticity throughout the lifespan \[[@ref032]\]. Although the precise mechanisms remain unclear, many animal and a growing number of human studies have established that the hippocampus is particularly sensitive to local changes following both repeated and single bouts of physical exercise \[[@ref033]\]. At the systems level, the hippocampus is functionally connected to the entorhinal cortex and a broadly distributed cortical network known as the Default Mode Network (DMN). In addition to the hippocampus, the DMN is anchored by functional connections among the retrosplenial and posterior cingulate cortices, and the ventral and anterior medial prefrontal cortex \[[@ref035]\]. Indeed, we have shown that long-term exercise and greater CRF are both related to greater hippocampal-cortical connectivity in healthy older adults \[[@ref037]\]. Additionally, Vivar et al. reported that, in rodents, running-induced neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus, a region within the hippocampus, is related to structural and functional connectivity changes in hippocampal-cortical circuitry which is known to deteriorate with aging \[[@ref039]\]. We therefore predicted that a single exercise bout would produce transient changes to hippocampal-cortical connectivity.

We tested these predictions by measuring acute FC changes induced by 30 minutes of active exercise, relative to a passive exercise control performed by the same participants, and assessing the interaction with age group. During the *active* exercise, participants cycled at 65% of their maximum heart rate (i.e., moderate-intensity), and during the *passive* exercise, participants' legs were moved by motorized pedals on the same bike andat the same pedal rate as in the active condition. Unlike previous studies of acute exercise effects on brain and cognition, the passive exercise condition accounts for confounds that arise when comparing acute aerobic exercise to seated rest conditions. Our within-subjects repeated measures design enabled us to assess changes in FC of brain networks that are directly related to active aerobic exercise after controlling for leg movement. Given the evidence outlined above, we focused our analyses on specific functional brain networks that are a) sensitive to acute changes in dopamine and norepinephrine (affect and reward processing, attention and executive control) and b) functionally connected to the hippocampus (DMN and hippocampal-cortical networks). With respect to age interactions, we anticipated that older adults would show greater increase in age-sensitive systems (hippocampal and executive control networks) due to a greater potential for adaptations with further exercise training \[[@ref038]\].

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec0010}
=====================

Participants {#sec0015}
------------

Twelve healthy younger adults (6 females; mean age = 23.2±2.3 years) and 13 healthy older adults (6 females; mean age = 66.3±3.6 years) participated after providing written consent to the study approved by the University of Iowa Institutional Review Board. All participants were right handed and reported no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders, cardiovascular disease, or diabetes. Additionally, they indicated no medications that would influence central nervous or cardiovascular systems, exhibited no contraindications to aerobic exercise participation or to the MRI environment, and scored ≥ 28 on the Mini-Mental Status Examination. Participant demographics and basic health variables are summarized in [Table 1](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t001){ref-type="table"}.

Fitness assessment {#sec0020}
------------------

Before their experimental sessions, all participants performed a graded maximal exercise test on a cycling ergometer (ergoselect 200; ergoline GmbH, Bitz, Germany) in order to determine their maximal oxygen uptake (VO~2max~ in mL/kg/min) and maximum heart rate (HR~max~), which we then used for calibrating their acute exercise sessions. We measured heart rate and rhythm using a 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) while expiredair was continuously sampled on a breath-to-breath basis and averaged for 30-second intervals. The VO~2~max test began with a 5-minute warm-up period at a minimal workload and then incrementally increased. The rate at which the work load increased was determined by a predicted maximum work load that was estimated based on Wasserman's equation \[[@ref040]\]. Briefly, the predicted maximum work load was divided by 10 in order to determine a work rate (Watts/min) that would be suitable for the participant to complete the max test at a target test time of 10 minutes. The work rate was adjusted by±5 Watts/min depending on the participant's physical activity history. The test ended when the participant reached volitional fatigue and when at least two of the following criteria were met: (1) a plateau in VO~2~ after increasing workload; (2) a respiratory exchange ratio \>1.10, and (3) a HR~max~ within 10 bpm of their age-predicted maximum. Older participants were supervised by a cardiologist who monitored the ECG readings during the exercise test and approved their eligibility for the study's experimental phase. We excluded individuals who exhibited evidence of cardiovascular disease at baseline or cardiac abnormalities during the exercise test. One older participant was found to have an abnormal ECG and was not included in the present sample.

Procedures {#sec0025}
----------

The study consisted of 3 pre-experimental sessions followed by 2 within-subjects experimental sessions that were separated by at least 1 week. During the pre-experimental sessions, participants completed a mock MRI session, a maximal aerobic fitness assessment, and an orientation session that familiarized participants with the experimental materials and procedures. During the orientation session, we informed participants that they would engage in two 30-minute conditions of exercise on separate testing days. Importantly, we minimized demand characteristics by refraining from using terms such as "active" or "passive." We also conducted an exercise calibration protocol in order to match pedal rate between the two exercise conditions during experimental testing.

An overview of the experimental sessions is provided in [Fig. 1](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g001){ref-type="fig"}. For each experimental session, participants began by first sitting comfortably in a waiting room for 30 minutes in order to establish a common baseline between the two visits. Following the waiting period, participants received their pre-exercise scans. Participants then completed a 30-minute exercise session on a motor-driven stationary bicycle (Theracycle 200; Franklin, MA) located directly outside of the MRI scanner. The active exercise condition required participants to elevate their HR to 65% of their HR~max~ by pedaling against the machine's resistance, and the passive condition required their legs to be moved by the motorized pedals with a minimal effect on HR. We matched the pedal rate between both exercise conditions as determined during each participant's orientation session, and we recorded HR continuously. Additionally, participants provided several ratings of their subjective experience: perceived exertion (RPE \[[@ref041]\]: 7 = *no exertion*, 20 = *maximal exertion*), perceived feelings of arousal(Felt Arousal Scale \[[@ref042]\]; FAS: 1 = *low arousal*, 5 = *high arousal*), and perceived enjoyment (Feeling Scale \[[@ref043]\]; FS: --5 = *very bad*, +5 = *very good*). These subjective reports were collected at 3-minute intervals throughout the exercise, and they supplemented HR measures as exercise manipulation checks. Following exercise cessation, a 5-min cool-down was administered before participants were immediately escorted back to the scanner for post-exercise scanning. After a minimum of 1 week following their first experimental session, participants returned to the laboratory to complete their second exercise condition. The order of exercise conditions was counterbalanced across participants.

Imaging data acquisition {#sec0030}
------------------------

All neuroimaging scans were acquired using a Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) 3T TIM Trio scanner with a 12-channel head coil. For purposes of image registration, we acquired high-resolution (1 mm^3^) anatomical scans before each participant's first exercise session as T1-weighted brain images collected in the coronal plane using a 3D MPRAGE (Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient-Echo) sequence with the following parameters: inversion time = 900 ms, echo time (TE) = 3 ms, repetition time (TR) = 2530 ms, flip angle = 10°, matrix = 256×256×240 mm, field of view (FOV) = 256×256×240 mm. Resting-state fMRI(rs-fMRI) data were collected using a T2\*-weighted gradient-echo, echo-planar imaging (EPI) protocol sensitive to the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, FOV = 220×220×124 mm, image matrix = 64×64, flip angle = 80°, 3.4×3.4×4.0 mm voxels, ascending acquisition of 31 contiguous axial slices of 4 mm thickness. These images were obtained parallel to the anterior-posterior commissure plane with no inter-slice gap. For all rs-fMRI scans, we instructed participants to lay still with their eyes closed and to stay awake without thinking about anything in particular for 6 minutes. In order to account for acute exercise-related changes in HR, we measured participants' HRs during each rs-fMRI scan using BIOPAC MP150 data acquisition hardware and software.

Data pre-processing {#sec0035}
-------------------

All image processing and analyses were carried out with an in-house script library containing tools from FSL 5.0.4 (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain's Software Library, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl), AFNI (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni), FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu), and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Please refer to [Fig. 2](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g002){ref-type="fig"} for a schematic of the data analysis. Voxels containing non-brain tissue were stripped from the T1 structural images using FSL's BET (Brain Extraction Technique) algorithm \[[@ref044]\]. We then manually inspected each skull-stripped anatomical image and corrected any errors that resulted from the BET algorithm. For the rs-fMRI EPI data, we corrected for head motion using a 6 degree-of-freedom rigid-body transformation in AFNI's *3dvolreg* function, which produced six parameters of head motion (root-mean-squares of translational and rotational movement: X, Y, Z, pitch, roll, and yaw directions) for subsequent nuisance regression. The rs-fMRI data were further processed by removing non-brain tissue using BET and spatially smoothing using a 6 mm three-dimensional Gaussian kernel of full-width at half-maximum. Then, all functional EPI images were registered to the MNI152 template through a multi-stage procedure using the high-resolution T1 image as an intermediate step: First, the participant's T1 image was transformed to standard MNI space using FNIRT nonlinear registration with the default 10 mm warp resolution \[[@ref045]\]. Then, using a boundary-based affine registration (BBR) algorithm \[[@ref046]\], all functional images for each participant were registered their respective T1 image. The two resulting transform matrices (T1 to MNI and EPI toT1) were concatenated and inverted to create a single transform for aligning all functional images in native space to standard MNI space (EPI to MNI), and these were applied in the analyses described below.

We performed several additional pre-processing techniques to the EPI data that are specific to FC analyses. First, the pre-processed time series data were temporally filtered with AFNI's *3dBandpass*, ensuring that fMRI data fell within the frequency band of 0.008 \< *f* \< 0.08 Hz, which reduces unwanted noise such as high frequency physiological signals (e.g., cardiac pulse) and low frequency scanner drift. The frequency band was chosen to best represent the spontaneous, low frequency fluctuation of the BOLD fMRI signal in the brain \[[@ref047]\]. Following temporal filtering, the mean time series was then extracted from three sources of non-neuronal variance: 1) white matter signal from the retrolenticular portion of the left internal capsule, 2) cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) signal from a region in the lateral ventricle, and 3) the global signal derived from a whole-brain mask. The six head motion parameters obtained from the motion correction were also temporally filtered to match the frequency band ofthe fMRI data \[[@ref048]\]. Altogether, the ninebandpassed nuisance regressors (white matter, CSF, global, and motion parameters) were then entered into a multiple regression (using FSL's FEAT tool) as independent variables predicting the observed fMRI data. The residual time series data were then normalized using z standardization and re-centered to a mean of 1000. Finally, we removed motion-contaminated volumes in which frame-wise displacements above 0.5 mm that coincided with spikes in BOLD signal \[[@ref049]\]. Overall, this approach affected only 3 scans, from which an average of 5.3 volumes (3% of total scan duration) were removed.

Analysis of acute exercise effects on FC {#sec0040}
----------------------------------------

We first derived a set of study-specific regions of interest (ROIs) from a group-level independent components analysis (gICA). This data-driven, multivariate analysis decomposed the data from every participant's first pre-exercise rs-fMRI scan into fourteen independent spatiotemporal components (ICs) common across the study sample. The number of independent components (i.e., model dimensionality) was automatically estimated as implemented in FSL's MELODIC v 3.13 \[[@ref050]\]. Guided by our predictions about acute exercise effects on brain function, we identified six ICs that are established in the literature as networks that service higher-level cognition: 1) affect and reward network (ARN), 2) default-mode network (DMN), 3) dorsal attention network (DAN), 4) left and 5) right executive control networks (L ECN, R ECN), and 6) salience network (SAL) ([Fig. 3](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g003){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the spatial configuration and overlap of these cognitive networksas compared to reference resting-state networks derived from 1,000 participants \[[@ref051]\]. To test the specificity of acute exercise effects, we also identified two ICs as networks limited to lower-level sensory and motor processing: an auditory-visual network (AUD-VIS) and a somatomotor network (MOT). The remaining six ICs, which were excluded from our analyses, were deemed as nuisance artifacts or components not directly relevant to our hypotheses ([Figure S2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Then, guided by theoretical grounds, we selected a core set of ROIs that most strongly anchored each network and constructed 14-mm diameter spheres centered on each ROI'speak coordinates in standard MNI (2 mm^3^) space ([Fig. 3](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g003){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t002){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, we parcellated each IC into distinct functional-anatomical clusters by performing a stepwise thresholding procedure beginning at *Z* \> 2.33. Briefly, for each IC, we increased the threshold until noncontiguous clusters emergedthat reflected distinct regions known to comprise each network across studies in the existing literature. For example, for the left and right ECNs, this procedure fractionated the large prefrontal swath into the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus, and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. Then, from these clusters, we located the peak statistical voxel in regions known to anchor each network \[[@ref022]\]. In addition to the gICA-derived ROIs, we selected additional literature-based ROIs to test our predictions about acute exercise effects on hippocampal and catecholaminergic connectivity: anteromedial hippocampus (R: *x* = 20, *y* = --16, *z* = --20; L: *x* = --22, *y* = --16, *z* = --18) \[[@ref036]\] and amygdala (R: *x* = 24, *y* = --2, *z* = --20 L: *x* = --24, *y* = --2, *z* = --20) \[[@ref052]\]. We included the bilateral amygdala mask as part of the ARN because of its theoretical importance in affect and reward processing, and the bilateral hippocampal mask served as its own seed for anchoring a hippocampal-cortical network (HCN). Then, we merged the anchoring ROIs for each network into a single mask (i.e., "multi-seed") for subsequent seed-based FC analyses. For example, the DMN core is comprised of four spheres located bilaterally at the posterior cingulate cortex and the medial prefrontal cortex (see [Fig. 3](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g003){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t002){ref-type="table"}) \[[@ref054]\]. We performed this procedure in order to reduce noise from any one seed and to limit multiple comparisons across multiple seeds within each network in the voxelwise analyses. Finally, prior to calculating FC for each rs-fMRI scan, we applied the corresponding transform matrix to convert all ROIs from MNI to the scan's native EPI space.

### Whole-brain FC analysis {#sec0045}

Our primary aim was to characterize changes in FC between each network and voxels throughout the entire brain. To this end, we conducted seed-based voxelwise analyses with the six network core masks, the hippocampal ROI, and the two sensory-motor network cores serving as initiating seeds. We then computed Pearson's correlations between each seed's mean time series and the time series at each voxel throughout the brain in native EPI space, resulting in a correlation map in which each voxel was designated a Pearson's correlation coefficient representing the strength of correlation with the initiating seed. These whole-brain correlation maps were converted into *z*-score maps using a Fisher's *r*-to-*z* transformation, resulting in subject-level Fisher's *z* maps displaying voxels throughout the brain that are correlated with each ROI's resting BOLD signal. Finally, in preparation for group-level analyses, we registered all subject-level voxelwise maps from native EPI space to the MNI152 template (2 mm^3^ resolution) by applying the previously computed EPI-to-MNI transform matrices.

Prior to assessing acute exercise-related FC changes at the group level, we created within-subject difference maps (post minus pre) for both exercise conditions. Then, the subject-specific difference maps (Active~diff~ and Passive~diff~) were submitted as a dependent variable in a mixed-effects ANCOVA (within-subjects factors: condition, between-subjects factor: age group). For both exercise conditions, we modeled pre to post changes in HR (HR~diff~) during the rs-fMRI scans as a covariate of no interest. In the resulting group-level statistical maps, we accounted for multiple comparisons with joint height and cluster-based thresholding (*z* \> 1.96 height; cluster significance of *p* \< 0.05, corrected). This analysis produced thresholded *Z*-statistic maps representing FC changes that were significantly greater following active exercise than passive exercise for each network of interest, including the hippocampal seed. The same approach was used for determining where there was greater change for passive compared to active exercise.

RESULTS {#sec0050}
=======

Participant demographics and health variables {#sec0055}
---------------------------------------------

[Table 1](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t001){ref-type="table"} summarizes basic demographic and health information for younger and older adults. In addition to age, the younger and older adults differed significantly on resting blood pressure and aerobic fitness scores (HR~max~, Watt~max~, and VO~2max~) (all *p*'s \< 0.05), which is consistent with normal age-related differences in physiological function. Although VO~2max~ was significantly different between age groups, the fitness of our participants were considered to be "fair" with no significant differences in normed VO~2max~ percentiles based on sex and age \[[@ref055]\]. Finally, the age groups did not differ on body mass index, sex composition, self-reported physical activity levels, resting HR, or self-reported years of education (all *p*'s \>0.05).

Acute exercise manipulation {#sec0060}
---------------------------

During the active exercise, the younger participants increased their heart rates (HR) to 64.1±0.5% of their HR~max~ (118.14±0.93 bpm), and the older participants increased their heart rates to 64.1±0.7% of their HR~max~ (101.85±3.3 bpm). These HRs correspond to moderate-intensity aerobic exercise intensity as defined by the American College of Sports Medicine \[[@ref055]\]. In comparison, during the passive exercise, the younger participants' HRs were 37.7±1.8% of their HR~max~ (69.7±3.5 bpm) and the older participants' HRs were 42.8±1.8% of their HR~max~ (67.3±2.1 bpm), which corresponds to very-light exercise intensity. HR data during each rs-fMRI scan is summarized in [Table 3](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t003){ref-type="table"} for both age groups. Although the changes in HR between the pre and post exercise scans were relatively minimal (ranging from +2.4 bpm to --5.8 bpm), they were statistically significant for both exercise conditions (*p*'s \< 0.01). Therefore, we modeled HR during the scan as a covariate in all FC analyses. We also found a main effect of exercise condition on RPE ratings and FAS ratings (*p*'s \< 0.001), but not for ratings on the Feeling Scale (*p* \> 0.05). Across both age groups, the average time elapsed between exercise cessation and the beginning of each rs-fMRI scan was 23.5±0.59 minutes for the active exercise and 24.1±1.17 minutes for the passive exercise. There was no significant difference in the timing between the two exercise conditions or between the two age groups (*p* \> 0.05). Both physiological and subjective measures indicate that our experimental design was successful in isolating the effects of aerobic engagement in the active condition, while controlling for perceived enjoyment, leg movement, and timing of post-exercise scanning. All exercise measures are reported in [Table 3](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t003){ref-type="table"}.

Acute exercise-induced changes in the functional connectivity of resting state networks {#sec0065}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine whole-brain changes in FC, we focused on two statistical effects for each network of interest: 1) a main effect of exercise condition ([Figs. 4A](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5A](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g005){ref-type="fig"}), and 2) an interaction between exercise condition and age group (younger vs older; [Figs. 4B, 4C](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g004){ref-type="fig"}, [5B and 5C](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g005){ref-type="fig"}). In [Figures 4A](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5A](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g005){ref-type="fig"}, we present results where FC changes are greater following active compared to passive exercise, whereas in [Fig. 6](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g006){ref-type="fig"}, we illustrate voxels where increases in FC are greater following passive compared to active exercise. Regarding the interaction with age group, [Figs. 4B](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5B](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g005){ref-type="fig"} depict cases where the effect of exercise condition (i.e., Active~diff~ \>Passive~diff~) is greater for younger adults compared to older adults (i.e., FC change for active exercise, compared to passive exercise, is greater in older adults than in younger adults). In contrast, [Figs. 4C](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5C](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g005){ref-type="fig"} show cases where the effect of exercise condition is greater for the older adults compared to the younger adults. We further examined connectivity changes from both exercise conditions and for both age groups at voxels exhibiting peak statistical scores (bar graphs in [Figs. 4D](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g004){ref-type="fig"}, [5D](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g005){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g006){ref-type="fig"}). The bar graphs illustrate the nature of change for each condition and age group that generated the main effects and interactions. [Table 4](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t004){ref-type="table"} (Active \>Passive) and [Table 5](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t005){ref-type="table"} (Passive \>Active) summarize the statistical peaks for each network and their corresponding anatomical locations.

Overall, we observed significant main effects of exercise condition in favor of active exercise in clusters *within* the affect-reward, hippocampal, and right executive control networks; whereas in other networks, the clusters were outside of the network's baseline map ([Figs. 4A](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g004){ref-type="fig"} and [5A](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g005){ref-type="fig"}). In the ARN, the voxelwise results revealed significant within-network FC increases among the left amygdala, left vmPFC, and both medial temporal lobes following active exercise ([Table 4](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t004){ref-type="table"}). Additionally, we observed a significant effect in the right anterior insula (aIns), a key region that anchors the SAL. To investigate the nature of the right aIns cluster, we performed a *post-hoc* seed-based FC analysis by using a spherical mask centered on the voxel in the right aIns with the peak statistical effect (*x* = 40, *y* = 12, *z* = 4; *Z*-score = 3.63) to create a FC map based on participants' first pre-exercise rs-fMRI scans. The resulting FC map exhibited a high spatial correlation with the SAL that was identified by gICA (*r* = 0.54; [Figure S3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that acute exercise induced cross-network integration between the SAL and ARN. The bar graphs in [Fig. 4D](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g004){ref-type="fig"} illustrate that, for both age groups, active exercise increases FC between these regions and the ARN, relative to the passive exercise. We also found that FC increases between the temporal pole and the ARN are greater for the older adults compared to the younger adults.

Within the hippocampal-cortical network (HCN), we found several interaction effects that were consistent with our predictions. Specifically, across both age groups, active exercise increased FC between the hippocampus and the mPFC, temporal pole, and intracalcarine cortex, relative to passive exercise. Based on the interactions with age group, we found that, compared to the younger adults, the older adults exhibited greater FC increases between the hippocampus and the mPFC ([Fig. 4C](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g004){ref-type="fig"}, HCN). Similarly, acute exercise produced greater FC increases for the older adults, compared to younger adults, in the right ECN, which is a network reported to disconnect throughout normal aging \[[@ref056]\] ([Fig. 5C](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g005){ref-type="fig"}, R ECN). This finding supports the notion that, in older compared to younger adults, acute moderate-intensity exercise targets regions that become isolated from their parent network with aging \[[@ref057]\].

For both the R and L ECN, we found significant time by condition effects in frontal and parietal clusters that overlap with core regions from the DAN. To demonstrate that the acute exercise effect for the R ECN overlaps with the DAN, we constructed a spherical mask centered on the parietal cluster's statistical peak (*x* = 26, *y* = --60, *z* = 50; *Z*-score = 2.80) and performed a seed-based FC analysis on the first pre-exercise rs-fMRI scans. In this *post-hoc* analysis, we found that the resulting FC map shared a high spatial correlation with the DAN (*r* = 0.61) as compared to the R ECN (*r* = 0.17) ([Figure S4](#S4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In comparison, using the same approach, seeding the right dorsolateral prefrontal cluster within the R ECN produced an FC map that shared a high spatial correlation with the R ECN (*r* = 0.57). The LECN also exhibited a significant increase in FC with parietal clusters following active exercise, relative to passive exercise. Although the parietal clusters overlap with the parietal regions of the DAN, seeding the peak cluster produced a FC map that did not resemble a particular network of interest, unlike the R ECN results. These results suggest that acute exercise integrates right-lateralized fronto-parietal networks that support attention and executive control, and this benefits older adults more than younger adults.

Contrary to the findings for the HCN, when collapsed across both age groups, we did not find statistically significant within-network effects with the DMN core; instead, the DMN changed FC primarily with somatosensory regions. However, the interaction with age group revealed greater FC changes between the DMN core and mPFC for the older adults compared to the younger adults, similar to the hippocampal seed. In addition, we found significant interaction effects both within the SAL and in regions linking the SAL with the DAN. The voxelwise GLM revealed a significant time by condition interaction in the right temporoparietal junction (TPJ) of the SAL. Targeted *post-hoc t*-tests in the right TPJ revealed significant decreases in FC following passive exercise (*t*(24) = 2.52, *p* \< 0.05) and no change in active exercise (*t*(24) = 0.58, *p* \> 0.05). Similar to the ECNs, we observed that in older adults, acute exercise effects in the SAL are greater in parietal regions that overlap with the DAN, compared to younger adults. However, *post-hoc t*-tests revealed that the age interactions in the SAL were marked by decreased FC in the young during the active condition (*t*'s \< --2.41, *p*'s \< 0.05).

Next, we identified clusters in which the passive exercise condition drives the time by condition interaction ([Fig. 6](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g006){ref-type="fig"}). Note that for example the interaction effects for Active \>Passive, Young \>Old would mirror the effects for Passive \>Active, Old \>Young. Thus, for the Passive \>Active contrast, we present only the effects of exercise condition collapsed across age groups. Unlike the results from the Active \>Passive analysis, the Passive \>Active contrast produced results in voxels that were primarily outside of the mean network map for the ARN, HCN, and the R ECN. However, in a few cases, passive exercise resulted in relatively large increases in FC. For example, with the ARN, the left precuneus and right inferior parietal lobule both increased in FC following passive exercise. Overall, the observations from the Passive \>Active contrast highlight the selective nature of acute exercise effects on FC regarding within-network changes.

Finally, we examined acute exercise effects for the MOT and AUD-VIS networks. Although we had anticipated the acute exercise effects to be specific to higher-level cognitive networks, we observed several clusters with greater change in FC following active exercise relative to passive exercise across both age groups ([Fig. 7](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g007){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 4](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t004){ref-type="table"}). Across both age groups, we found an increase in FC between the MOT network and the right and left posterior cingulate cortices. Additionally, FC increases between MOT and the right dorsal anterior cingulate and the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex were significantly greater in younger adults than in older adults. For the AUD-VIS, we found significant effects of exercise condition in the right posterior insula and in the right hippocampus, which were characterized by decreases in FC during passive exercise. Significant interactions of age and condition were found in the visual cortex (Young \>Old) and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Old \>Young).

DISCUSSION {#sec0070}
==========

The goal of the present study was totest the hypothesis that a single session of moderate-intensity aerobic exercise modulates cognitively and clinically relevant functional brain networks in both younger and older adults. We found that acute exercise increases the integration of attention and executive control networks, which is in agreement with a common behavioral finding reported in the acute exercise-cognition literature \[[@ref008]\]. We also observed that acute exercise preferentially targets affect and hippocampal networks, which is consistent with the hypothesis that acute exercise effects stem from catecholaminergic modulations in limbic regions. Our findings add to a growing body of literature that is investigating the acute effects of exercise on brain and cognitive outcomes by providing insights into the functional network connections that are particularly sensitive to moderate-intensity aerobic exercise.

One key observation from our study is that acute aerobic exercise enhances the brain's attention reorienting functions through the integration of the dorsal and ventral attention networks. The R ECN in our study corresponds to the right-lateralized "ventral attention network" (VAN) proposed by Corbetta and Schulman \[[@ref026]\], and this network increased FC with the DAN following active exercise. Specifically, we found that the right intraparietal sulcus (IPS), a core region of the DAN, increased FC with the R ECN ([Fig. 5](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g005){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure S4](#S4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The DAN, which is anchored by the IPS, is thought to be the primary driver of goal-driven attention \[[@ref061]\]. Thus, coordinated activity between the R ECN/VAN and the DAN serves as an attention reorienting system that reconfigures brain networks in the service of goal-driven tasks \[[@ref061]\]. Our finding that the R ECN and the DAN become more integrated following our active exercise manipulation is consistent with previous findings in both young and old adults revealing that acute moderate-intensity aerobic exercise enhances the P300ERP in response to target detection tasks \[[@ref008]\]. Indeed, the P300, which is a scalp-recorded index of attention allocation and orienting, is generated by anchors of the R ECN/VAN (IPL and dlPFC), supported by both intracranial recordings and lesion studies in humans \[[@ref062]\]. Together, our findings are in agreement with previous acute exercise studies indicating that a single session of aerobic exercise enhances the interaction of executive function and attention networks in the brain \[[@ref008]\]. Future studies should aim to relate these acute exercise-related changes in brain networks to performance changes on attention demanding tasks.

We also found evidence supporting our hypothesis that acute exercise effects stem from catecholaminergic modulations in limbic regions. Specifically, active exercise selectively increased FC within the ARN, consistent with the body of literature reporting that acute moderate-intensity exercise influences self-reported positive affect ratings and reward processing \[[@ref064]\]. We also found that the ARN increased FC with the right anterior insula (aIns), which is known to integrate afferent signals containing homeostatic information about bodily changes (i.e., interoception) for the purposes of affective processing \[[@ref067]\]. These "somatic markers" are proposed to initiate attentional control capacities of the dorsal anterior cingulate (dACC) to which the aIns is structurally and functionally connected \[[@ref068]\]. Together, the dACC and aIns anchor the SAL network, and they are thought tooptimize behavior by sending behaviorally-relevant control signals that coordinate activity among other functional brain networks \[[@ref068]\]. Although we did not find significant acute exercise effects within the SAL network when seeding the core SAL regions together as one mask, *post-hoc* analyses indicated that active exercise increased FC between the ARN and the SAL, consistent with the proposal that the SAL integrates interoceptionand reward processing \[[@ref071]\] ([Figure S3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our findings reveal a possible neural mechanism underlying the subjective experiences of exercise that are reported in the literature. Additionally, they support the hypothesis that physical exercise is a potent affective stimulus, offering insight into improving the design of exercise interventions (e.g., by emphasizing positive affective qualities).

Additionally, active exercise increased FC between anteromedial hippocampus and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), which overlaps with the ARN \[[@ref036]\]. Given the positive relationship between individual differences in aerobic fitness and hippocampal-cortical FC with the mPFC \[[@ref037]\], our results suggest that measuring acute exercise effects with rs-fMRI may be accessing transient effects thatlead to stable adaptations in the brain from regular moderate-intensity exercise. Moreover, within the DMN, older adults showed greater FC increases between the DMN core and the mPFC, which supports the hypothesis that the mechanisms instantiated by acute exercise act to restore functional connections that decrease with normal aging \[[@ref057]\]. Although we cannot point to a commonly reported effect of a single exercise session on cognitive processing that is consistent with changes in hippocampal-mPFC FC, these results may suggest that context-learning is sensitive to acute exercise. Context, which has been proposed to be acquired through hippocampal-mPFC interaction, has been conceptualized as a representation of a set of connected experiences such as a task set of ongoing task rules or generalized schemas that govern how to respond to different environmental cues \[[@ref072]\]. As proposed by Preston and Eichenbaum \[[@ref073]\], the hippocampus rapidly binds episodic details (e.g., cue-response contingencies or other elements of experience) and the mPFC integrates newly acquired details with existing internal models that guide behavior. Thus, future studies could directly test these theoretical predictions by manipulating hippocampal-mPFC FC with exercise and assessing changes in context acquisition. Our hippocampal-mPFC results, together with the acute effects on the ARN and attention reorienting networks, also lead to the prediction that moderate-intensity exercise would selectively enhance learning in tasks that require goal-driven attention, acquiring complex task sets, and incorporating reward-based feedback mechanisms. Effects on the ARN and HCN may also provide mechanistic insight to how exercise *following* learning improves longer-term consolidation of learning \[[@ref075]\]. Given the implications of this research for exercise to improve learning and memory in settings such as schools or physical therapy, it will be important for future studies to investigate how changes in network connectivity mediate changes in behavior and task performance.

What might give rise to these acute exercise-induced changes in FC? Both animal and human studies have reported that single exercise sessions acutely modulate the transmission of norepinephrine and dopamine, potentially through feedback mechanisms in the brain related to exercise-induced sympathetic activation \[[@ref079]\]. Although the exercise neuroscience literature has heavily implicated brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), the time course of catecholamines is more consistent with the time course of acute exercise effects. Given that sympathetic activation is a critical distinction between the active and passive exercise manipulations, it is plausible that transient increases in catecholiminergic activity provide a basis for our results. For instance, the locus coeruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system is activated by the sympathetic nervous system via the nucleus of the solitary to produce distributed cortical release of NE \[[@ref080]\]. The widespread projections of the LC-NE system throughout the brain could provide a basis for enhanced connectivity by amplifying the signal-to-noise ratio in behaviorally-relevant brain regions in order to optimize task performance \[[@ref081]\]. Moreover, Grenhoff et al. \[[@ref082]\] reported that the LC-NE system directly modulates activity in the ventral tegmental area (VTA), which is the primary source of dopaminergic projection to the ARN. The distributed nature of catecholamine transmission could also account for our finding that acute exercise produced cross-network FC increases with the sensory and motor networks. Together, these findings support the hypothesis that the effects of moderate-intensity exercise on the LC-NE system can be detected at a broad systems-level scale by examining exercise effects on large-scale resting-state networks. Future studies could more directly investigate the mechanisms of the results observed in the current study with pharmacological manipulations that either block or augment different neurotransmitter systems (e.g., propranolol to block NE activity) during exercise and evaluating its effects on exercise-induced changes in brain function and task performance. Future studies could also simultaneously measure FC changes in ARN connectivity with changes in dopamine binding measured with positron emission tomography \[[@ref084]\].

In closing, the relatively short duration of an acute exercise paradigm, as compared to long-term exercise trials, afforded us the ability to utilize a highly controlled laboratory comparison of acute exercise effects on the brain, including a passive, motor-driven control condition that controls for leg movement and cadence within subjects. This experimental design also offered methodological advantages over prior studies that have either only collected post-experimental testing, or assign seated-rest as the within-subjects control condition \[e.g., 49\]. However, the interpretation of our findings should be contextualized by several limitations. First, our voxelwise analyses were dependent upon the set of spherical ROIs derived from a data-driven analysis. Although this resolution of analysis provides insight into regional FC changes with the mean time course of a network as a whole, it precludes the possibility that sub-systems within or across brain networks are more responsive to acute exercise than the larger network. However, given our *a priori* predictions based on the existing literature, our approach allowed us to test targeted questions about the effects of exercise on cognitively- and clinically-relevant functional networks. Secondly, the spatial resolution of our neuroimaging data is unable to test hypotheses about acute exercise effects on the brainstemregions that are known to drive dopamine and norepinephrine (e.g., ventral tegmental area and locus coeruleus, respectively). Given that our results indicate that the cortical targets of these catecholiminergic systems are sensitive to acute exercise, follow-up studies could directly assess these brainstem regions with high-resolution functional human imaging. Thirdly, several of the effects in favor of moderate-intensity active exercise in networks of interest, such as the HCN, reflected both increases in FC for the active condition and decreases in FC following the passive condition. Although it was unexpected that the active and passive conditions would drive opposing effects in some regions, the results of the current study provide a starting point for testing alternative control conditions (e.g., participants volitionally cycling at a light intensity) or additional manipulations to further understand this pattern of effects. Additionally, future studies could test whether this also translates to decrements in performance following passive cycling. Lastly, from an experimental design standpoint, our sample size was relatively small; however, our novel within-subjects exercise conditions allowed for a well-controlled analysis of FC changes that are specific to actively engaging cardiovascular systems.

Despite these limitations, our study provides valuable insight into understanding how moderate-intensity exercise directly affects brain function and enhances the FC of networks that degrade with aging. Furthermore, the partial overlap between acute exercise effects observed in our study and long-term exercise effects reported by others provides a basis for future pursuits of acute exercise paradigms to gain mechanistic insight into the protective effects of habitual aerobic exercise on the aging brain. This observation is particularly significant given that the overlap occurred in hippocampal-cortical FC, which declines with aging and neurodegenerative diseases. For example, our results suggest that the highly controlled acute exercise paradigm may provide a framework for determining the critical ingredients that enable exercise to modulate networks that would otherwise decline with aging, or for identifying key moderators for why some people respond to exercise better than others for improved cognitive and brain function. Accordingly, combining acute and long-term exercise manipulations in the same individuals would provide a model for extending our results to further test these predictions. Thus, overall, our results contribute toward advancing scientific knowledge supporting evidence-based exercise recommendations for improving cognitive and brain function across the lifespan.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### Supplementary Figure 1

**Data-driven resting-state networks as compared to reference networks**. This figure displays the topographical similarity (using spatial cross-correlation) between the resting-state networks derived from our sample (filled-in colormaps) and those from Yeo et al. 2011 (outlined in cyan). Note: Yeo et al. found a bilateral frontoparietal/executive control network, whereas, in our sample, gICA yielded two separate, lateralized ECNs. When we merged our RECN and LECN into a single, bilateral ECN, the spatial correlation with the topography of Yeo et al's frontoparietal network was r = 0.53.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Supplementary Figure 2

**Independent components that were excluded from the current analyses**. Out of the 6 ICs that were not included in the analyses, 4 of them had a significant spatial correlation with at least one of the Yeo reference networks. IC 1 overlapped with the visual network reference maps. We excluded IC 1 because there was another IC that included both visual and auditory cortices (AUD-VIS in the main text). ICs 3 and 6 were deemed as noise artifacts, and they did not match any of the reference networks. IC 11 resembled the posterior portion of the salience network. We excluded IC 11 because the frontal components (dorsal anterior cingulate, anterior insula, and anterior prefrontal cortex) are regarded as the primary anchors of the salience network. IC 13 overlapped with the ventral portions of the somatomotor network. We excluded IC 13 because there was another IC that more closely resembled a primary motor network (MOT in the main text). Additionally, the spatial distribution of the MOT network used in the main text maps on to regions the process signals to/from the body, arms, and legs, whereas the regions in IC 13 correspond with the face and head. Although there was a high spatial correspondence between IC 14 and the limbic network from the reference maps, we excluded IC 14 because the ARN used in the main text exhibited a more complete configuration of the network than IC 14 in areas of interest for the current study such as the medial temporal lobe, the nucleus accumbens, and the ventral medial prefrontal cortex.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Supplementary Figure 3

**Acute exercise enhances inter-networkFC between the ARN and the SAL**. A post-hoc seed-based analysis of the right anterior insula during baseline rs-fMRI scans, which exhibited a main effect of exercise condition for FC increase with the ARN (in favor of active exercise, relative to passive exercise, see [Fig 4A](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g004){ref-type="fig"}). The resulting FC map (red-yellow) is illustrated together with the gICA component corresponding to the SAL (outlined in cyan) (spatial correlation *r* = 0.61), indicating enhanced integration of the ARN and the SAL following acute exercise.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Supplementary Figure 4

**Acute exercise enhances inter-networkFC between the R ECN and the DAN**. In these panels, a post-hoc seed-based analysis was performed in which the originating seed exhibited a main effect of exercise condition for FC increase with the R ECN (in favor of active exercise, relative to passive exercise). (A) Seed-based analysis of the right intraparietal sulcus during baseline rs-fMRI scans, which exhibited a main effect of exercise condition for FC increase with the R ECN. The resulting FC map (red-yellow) is illustrated together with the gICA component corresponding to the DAN (outlined in cyan) (spatial correlation *r* = 0.61), indicating enhanced integration of the R ECN with the DAN. (B) Seed-based analysis of the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during baseline rs-fMRI scans, which exhibited a main effect of exercise condition for FC increase with the R ECN. The resulting FC map (red-yellow) is illustrated together with the gICA component corresponding to the R ECN (outlined in cyan) (spatial correlation *r* = 0.57). These two results indicate that acute exercise increases FC within the R ECN and between the R ECN and the DAN.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Supplementary Figure 5A

**Correlation between change in heart rate and change in functional connectivity**. These voxelwise maps show, for each network, where there was a positive correlation between change in heart rate and change in functional connectivity for the Active and Passive conditions separately for younger adults, older adults, and all subjects.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Supplementary Figure 5B

**Correlation between change in heart rate and change in functional connectivity**. These voxelwise maps show, for each network, where there was a positive correlation between change in heart rate and change in functional connectivity for the Passive and Active conditions separately for younger adults, older adults, and all subjects.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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![Overview of experimental sessions. Participants performed two conditions of acute exercise across two separate sessions: (1) active exercise at moderate intensity (65% of maximum heart rate) and (2) passive, motor-driven exercise. The order of exercise condition was counterbalanced across subjects. Prior to each pre-exercise scan, participants rested quietly in a waiting room for 30 minutes in order to establish a common baseline between the two visits.](bpl-2-bpl160039-g001){#bpl-2-bpl160039-g001}

![Overview of data analysis at both individual and group levels.](bpl-2-bpl160039-g002){#bpl-2-bpl160039-g002}

![Networks derived from group ICA decomposition. Spherical ROIs representing each network were centered on the peak coordinates and are projected onto surfaces as black spheres for each network. For visualization purposes, the network maps are presented at a threshold of *Z* \> 2.33 based on the group ICA. Here, the three sensory-motor networks are shown on one montage and colored in white. Montages feature lateral (top brains), medial (bottom brains), and dorsal (center brain) views of both hemispheres (left brains = left hemisphere, right brain = right hemisphere.) Refer to [Table 2](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t002){ref-type="table"} for anatomical descriptions and MNI coordinates.](bpl-2-bpl160039-g003){#bpl-2-bpl160039-g003}

![Seed-based voxelwise correlation maps resulting from a significant interaction between time (post-exercise \>pre-exercise), exercise condition (active exercise \>passive exercise), and age group (younger vs older). For each network, column A illustrates voxels in red-yellow where the active exercise significantly increased FC with the network's core seed, relative to passive exercise. Columns B-C show voxels where the condition-dependent FC increase interacts with age group. Network templates are shown for reference and the colors correspond to [Fig. 3](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g003){ref-type="fig"}. Imaging results are significant at *Z* \> 1.96 and *p* \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons. The bar graphs in column D show, for each network, mean FC changes (±SEM) at various statistical peaks (differentiated by the colored arrows) for both exercise conditions and for both age groups. The colored arrows in column D correspond to the arrows in columns A-C. The asterisks (\*) in column D indicate which regions exhibited a significant change from the pre-exercise FC for each condition based on a two-tailed, one-sample *t*-test, *p* \< 0.05, uncorrected. Refer to [Table 4](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t004){ref-type="table"} for anatomical descriptions of significant clusters, MNI coordinates, and statistical scores.](bpl-2-bpl160039-g004){#bpl-2-bpl160039-g004}

![Seed-based voxelwise correlation maps resulting from a significant interaction between time (post-exercise \>pre-exercise), exercise condition (active exercise \>passive exercise), and age group (younger vs older). For each network, column A illustrates voxels in red-yellow where the active exercise significantly increased FC with the network's core seed, relative to passive exercise. Columns B-C show voxels where the condition-dependent FC increase interacts with age group. Network templates are shown for reference and the colors correspond to [Fig. 3](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g003){ref-type="fig"}. Imaging results are significant at *Z* \> 1.96 and *p* \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons. The bar graphs in column D show, for each network, mean FC changes (±SEM) at various statistical peaks (differentiated by the colored arrows) for both exercise conditions and for both age groups. The colored arrows in column D correspond to the arrows in columns A-C. The asterisks (\*) in column D indicate which regions exhibited a significant change from the pre-exercise FC for each condition based on a two-tailed, one-sample *t*-test, *p* \< 0.05, uncorrected. Refer to [Table 4](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t004){ref-type="table"} for anatomical descriptions of significant clusters, MNI coordinates, and statistical scores.](bpl-2-bpl160039-g005){#bpl-2-bpl160039-g005}

![Seed-based voxelwise correlation maps resulting from a significant interaction between time (post-exercise \>pre-exercise), exercise condition (passive exercise \>active exercise). Imaging results are significant at *Z* \> 1.96 and *p* \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons. Network templates are shown for reference, and the colors correspond to [Fig. 3](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g003){ref-type="fig"}. The colored arrows in the bar graphs correspond to the arrows in the brain surface. The asterisks (\*) in indicate regions exhibited a significant change from the pre-exercise FC for each condition based on a two-tailed, one-sample *t*-test, *p* \< 0.05, uncorrected. Refer to [Table 5](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t005){ref-type="table"} for anatomical descriptions of significant clusters, MNI coordinates, and statistical scores.](bpl-2-bpl160039-g006){#bpl-2-bpl160039-g006}

![Control analysis for demonstrating the specificity of acute exercise effects toward higher-level cognitive networks. In this control analysis, we examined acute exercise effects on two networks related to sensory and motorprocesses. The colored arrows in the bar graphs correspond to the arrows in the brain surface. The asterisks (\*) in indicate regions exhibited a significant change from the pre-exercise FC for each condition based on a two-tailed, one-sample *t*-test, *p* \< 0.05, uncorrected. Refer to [Tables 4](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t004){ref-type="table"} and [5](#bpl-2-bpl160039-t005){ref-type="table"} for anatomical descriptions of significant clusters, MNI coordinates, and statistical scores. Network templates are shown for reference, and the colors correspond to [Fig. 3](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g003){ref-type="fig"}. All results are significant at *Z* \> 1.96 and *p* \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons.](bpl-2-bpl160039-g007){#bpl-2-bpl160039-g007}

###### 

Participant demographics

  Variable                             Younger (*N* = 12; 6 females)   Older (*N* = 13; 6 females)      Y vs. O
  ------------------------------------ ------------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------
  Age (years)                          23.2 (0.7)                      66.3 (1.0)                     *p* \< 0.001
  Education (years)                    16.0 (0.5)                      17.2 (1.1)                          NS
  BMI (kg m^--2^)                      23.3 (1.3)                      25.7 (1.01)                         NS
  Resting HR                           69.0 (3.0)                      65.8 (2.2)                          NS
  Resting SBP                          110.4 (4.5)                     127.2 (4.1)                    *p* \< 0.05
  Resting DBP                          69.2 (1.6)                      75.5 (1.9)                     *p* \< 0.05
  Total Godin leisure activity score   64.2 (6.65)                     57.1 (5.9)                          NS
  HR~max~(bpm)                         184.4 (1.4)                     158.9 (4.8)                    *p* \< 0.001
  Watt~max~                            234.0 (18.8)                    170.2 (10.9)                   *p* \< 0.01
  VO~2max~(mL/kg/min)                  43.4 (3.01)                     29.5 (1.6)                     *p* \< 0.001
  VO~2max~Percentile(%)                55.2 (9.2)                      41.5 (9.2)                          NS

Note: Data are presented as Mean (±SE). BMI = body mass index; HR = heart rate; SBP = systolic blood pressure; DPB = diastolic blood pressure. *p*-values are based on two-tailed independent samples *t*-tests between age groups. VO~2max~ percentile reflects percentile rank relative to other individuals of the same age and gender.

###### 

ROIs derived from group ICA

  Regions                                     ROI label     x      y      z
  ------------------------------------------- ----------- ------ ------ ------
  *Affect-Reward Network (ARN)*                                         
    Left nucleus accumbens                    L NAcc       --10    12    --8
    Right nucleus accumbens                   R NAcc        8      12    --6
    Left ventromedial prefrontal cortex       L vmPFC      --10    30    --12
    Right ventromedial prefrontal cortex      R vmPFC       10     38    --8
    Left amygdala\*                           R Amyg       --24   --2    --20
    Right amygdala\*                          L Amyg        24    --2    --20
  *Dorsal Attention Network (DAN)*                                      
    Left frontal eye fields                   L FEF        --22    6      48
    Right frontal eye fields                  R FEF         28    --2     50
    Left intraparietal sulcus                 L IPS        --26   --66    44
    Right intraparietal sulcus                R IPS         30    --62    44
  *Default-mode Network (DMN)*                                          
    Left medial prefrontal cortex             L mPFC       --6     54    --6
    Right medial prefrontal cortex            R mPFC        6      58    --4
    Left posterior cingulate cortex           L PCC        --6    --58    28
    Right posterior cingulate cortex          R PCC         6     --58    28
  *Left Executive Control Network (L ECN)*                              
    Left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex       L dlPFC      --42    6      52
    Left inferior frontal gyrus               L IFG        --50    22     20
    Left inferior parietal lobule             L IPL        --54   --58    28
    Left middle temporal gyrus                L MTG        --58   --42    0
    Left superior frontal gyrus               L SFG        --10    50     36
    Left ventral lateral prefrontal cortex    L vlPFC      --46    34    --8
  *Right Executive Control Network (R ECN)*                             
    Right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex      R dlPFC       46     38     20
    Right middle frontal gyrus                R MFG         42     24     44
    Right inferior parietal lobule            R IPL         50    --42    48
    Right middle temporal gyrus               R MTG         66    --34   --8
    Right superior frontal gyrus              R SFG         6      28     48
    Right ventral lateral prefrontal cortex   R vlPFC       42     50    --8
  *Salience Network (SAL)*                                              
    Left anterior insula                      L aIns       --34    18     4
    Right anterior insula                     R aIns        38     14     0
    Left anterior prefrontal cortex           L aPFC       --26    46     28
    Right anterior prefrontal cortex          R aPFC        26     46     28
    Left dorsal anterior cingulate cortex     L dACC       --6     26     28
    Right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex    R dACC        6      30     28
  *Sensory Networks (SENS)*                                             
    Left primary auditory cortex              L AUD        --56   --18    8
    Right primary auditory cortex             R AUD         58    --14    6
    Left somatomotor cortex (leg region)      L MOT        --6    --28    58
    Right somatomotor cortex (leg region)     R MOT         6     --26    58
    Left primary visual cortex                L VIS        --10   --70    10
    Right primary visual cortex               R VIS         16    --66    10

Note: The amygdala coordinates were not derived from the gICA; however, they were included in the network because of their theoretical importance in affect and reward processing. Spherical masks for the amygdala were created from the Harvard--Oxford Subcortical Atlas and added to the ARN.

###### 

Mean (±SE) values for exercise measures and scan measures following active and passive exercise

                                                Passive Exercise   Active Exercise                 
  --------------------------------------------- ------------------ ----------------- ------------- -------------
  Exercise heart rate (HR; bpm)                 69.7 (3.5)         67.3 (2.1)        118.1 (0.9)   101.9 (3.3)
  \% HR~max~                                    37.7 (1.8)         42.8 (1.8)        64.1 (0.5)    64.1 (0.7)
  RPE                                           8.0 (0.5)          9.3 (0.5)         12.3 (0.4)    12.0 (0.3)
  FAS                                           1.8 (0.3)          1.9 (0.2)         2.7 (0.2)     3.0 (0.2)
  FS                                            3.4 (0.5)          3.2 (0.4)         2.9 (0.5)     3.1 (0.2)
  *Post-exercise scan details*                                                                     
  Time elapsed between exercise cessation and   23.6 (2.2)         24.6 (1.02)       23.2 (1.04)   23.9 (0.6)
    start of rs-fMRIscan (min)                                                                     
  HR                                            57.6 (2.9)         56.4 (1.04)       63.1 (2.2)    62.3 (1.2)
  \% HR~max~                                    34.3 (1.3)         35.8 (1.4)        31.2 (1.5)    39.5 (1.1)
  HR~post~ -- HR~pre~                           --5.8 (1.3)        --4.7 (0.7)       0.3 (1.8)     2.4 (0.8)

###### 

Acute exercise-related increases in functional connectivity

  con         ROI                                                      x      y      z  *Z* Value
  ----------- --------------------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------ -----------
  *ARN*                                                                                
  c1          Left amygdala (Amyg)                                  --16    --4   --12    4.38
  c1          Right parahippocampal gyrus (PHG)                       26   --40    --6    4.34
  c1          Left parahippocampul gyrus (PHG)                      --32   --34    --8    4.29
  c1          Right precentral gyrus (MOT)                            66   --12     16    3.96
  c1          Left ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC)           --12     40   --14    3.66
  c1          Right anterior insula (aIns)                            40     12      4    3.63
  c2          Left supplementary motor area (SMA)                   --14   --36     52    3.77
  c2          Left superior parietal lobule (SPL)                   --12   --74     60    3.56
  c2          Left lateral occipital cortex (LOC)                   --38   --82     26    3.26
  c3          Left temporal pole (TP)                               --54      0   --30    4.85
  *amHippo*                                                                            
  c1          Left medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)                  --10     40   --14    3.34
  c1          Right medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)                    8     42   --10    3.25
  c2          Left visual cortex (VIS)                              --18   --94   --12    4.49
  c3          Right medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)                    6     50      6    3.85
  c3          Medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)                          0     30      0    3.39
  c3          Medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)                          0     24   --18    2.99
  *DMN*                                                                                
  c1          Left postcentral cortex (MOT)                         --22   --36     74    3.55
  c2          Right superior parietal lobule (SPL)                    44   --44     58    3.74
  c2          Left precuneus (PCu)                                   --8   --52     42    2.62
  c3          Dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC)                  2     10     36    3.67
  c3          Medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)                          2     44     20    3.19
  *DAN*                                                                                
  c3          Right anterior insula/frontal operculum (aIns/FO)       40     18      0    3.43
  *L ECN*                                                                              
  c1          Left superior parietal lobule (SPL)                   --24   --46     50    3.94
  c1          Right superior parietal lobule (SPL)                    24   --38     50    3.86
  c2          Right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC)            44     26     28    3.02
  c2          Left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC)           --42     32     20    2.89
  *R ECN*                                                                              
  c1          Right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC)            46     20     34    3.17
  c1          Right intraparietal sulcus (IPS)                        26   --60     50     2.8
  c1          Left precuneus (PCu)                                   --4   --56     52    2.72
  c3          Right intraparietal sulcus (IPS)                        46   --40     54    3.93
  c3          Right precuneus (PCu)                                   10   --64     62    3.36
  *SAL*                                                                                
  c1          Right temporoparietal junction (TPJ)                    60   --34     42     3.8
  c3          Right precuneus (PCu)                                   18   --66     44    3.23
  c3          Left intraparietal sulcus (IPS)                       --42   --42     58    3.14
  c3          Left intraparietal sulcus (IPS)                       --30   --68     36    2.97
  c3          Left precuneus (PCu)                                   --6   --66     44    2.44
  *MOT*                                                                                
  c1          Left posterior cingulate cortex (PCC)                 --10   --44     24    3.35
  c1          Right posterior cingulate cortex (PCC)                   8   --54     22    2.99
  c2          Right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC)            30     30     50    3.41
  c2          Right dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC)            4    --6     44    2.85
  c3          Left fusiform face area (FFA)                         --24   --44   --14    3.05
  *AUD-VIS*                                                                            
  c1          Right posterior insula (pIns)                           36   --14    --6    3.76
  c1          Right hippocampus (Hipp)                                24   --16   --22      3
  c2          Right visual cortex (VIS)                               16   --76     20    3.24
  c3          Left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC)           --46     16     30    3.05

Note: Coordinates of the peak voxels that are displayed in [Fig. 3](#bpl-2-bpl160039-g003){ref-type="fig"}. C1: time (post \>pre) × condition (active \>passive) interaction; C2: age (young \<old) × time (post \>pre) × condition (active \>passive) interaction; C3: age (old \>young) × time (post \>pre) × condition (active \>passive) interaction.

###### 

FC increases following Passive Exercise

  ROI                                         x      y      z Z Value
  -------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------ ---------
  *ARN*                                                       
  Right inferior parietal lobule (IPL)       48   --48     44 5.11
  Right anterior PFC (aPFC)                  24     54     16 3.9
  Septum pallucidum (SP)                      2    --8     18 4.17
  Right precuneus (PCu)                      16   --38     40 4.1
  Left precuneus (PCu)                     --16   --44     38 4.02
  Left supplemental motor area (SMA)       --12    --8     50 3.24
  Left inferior parietal lobule (IPL)      --54   --44     42 3.2
  *amHippo*                                                   
  Right dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC)           --44     32     18 2.82
  Right intraparietal sulcus (IPS)         --34   --44     38 3
  Medial dorsal thalamus (mdThal)             0   --12     10 3.01
  *DAN*                                                       
  Right postcentral gyrus (MOT)               8   --42     74 4.19
  Right dorsal ACC (dACC)                     6     12     40 3.63
  *R ECN*                                                     
  Subcallosal cortex (SC)                   --4     12   --12 3.79
  *MOT*                                                       
  Left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)        --54     20     28 3.24
  Left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex     --42     44      4 3.14
      (vlPFC)                                                 
  Right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)         44     32      0 3.07
  *AUD-VIS*                                                   
  Left superior frontal gyrus (SFG)          18     42     44 3.4
  Right anterior prefrontal cortex         --10     16     60 3.33
      (aPFC)                                                  
